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“If I could offer you only one tip for the 
future, sunscreen would be it. The 
long-term benefits of sunscreen have 
been proved by scientists, whereas 
the rest of my advice has no basis 
more reliable than my own 
meandering experience.”

Mary Schmich
Chicago Tribune, June  1, 1997

http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/columnists/chi-schmich-sunscreen-column,0,4054576.column
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“Infrastructure for Startups”



Infrastructure /ˈɪnfrəˌstrʌktʃə(r)/ n.
1. basic structural foundations of a 
society or enterprise



start–up /ˈstärt-ˌəp/ n.
1. the act or an instance of setting in 
operation or motion
2. a fledgling business enterprise



“A startup is a human institution 
designed to deliver a new product or 
service under conditions of extreme 
uncertainty”

Eric Ries
http://www.startuplessonslearned.com/2010/06/what-is-startup.html
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“A startup is an organization formed 
to search for a repeatable and 
scalable business model”

Steve Blank
http://steveblank.com/2010/01/25/whats-a-startup-first-principles/

http://steveblank.com/2010/01/25/whats-a-startup-first-principles/
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A startup is a group of people
trying to find a way to make money



A startup is a group of people
who have borrowed some money

to find a way to make money



A startup is an exercise in 
effective debt management



Rule 1:
Don’t run out of money.



“A good rule of thumb is multiply the 
number of people on the team by 
$10k to get the monthly burn”

Fred Wilson,  Union Square Ventures
www.avc.com/a_vc/2011/12/burn-rates-how-much.html

http://www.avc.com/a_vc/2011/12/burn-rates-how-much.html
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Employees are the biggest cost to a startup.



Rule 2:
Your time is valuable. Don’t waste it.



Types of startup

1. Big company internal startups
2. Venture funded startups
3. Bootstrapped startups



Types of startup

1. Big company internal startups
2. Venture funded startups
3. Bootstrapped startups



If you’re building an internal startup at a big 
company then use existing infrastructure.

If it’s not good enough, make it better.



Possible startup outcomes

1. Become a self-sustaining business
2. Get acquired
3. Fail



Types of acquisition

1. Technology acquisition
2. Product acquisition
3. Talent acquisition



Most startup infrastructure is temporary



“Technical debt”



“Technical debt is bad. You need to 
have a mechanism for dealing with it 
and if you don’t your systems will 
grind to a halt”

Some guy on the internet



“Shipping first time code is like going 
into debt. A little debt speeds 
development so long as it is paid 
back promptly with a rewrite.”

Ward Cunningham, OOPSLA 1992 
c2.com/doc/oopsla92.html

http://c2.com/doc/oopsla92.html
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“I thought borrowing money was a 
good idea, I thought that rushing 
software out the door to get some 
experience with it was a good idea.”

Ward Cunningham, 2009
c2.com/cgi/wiki?WardExplainsDebtMetaphor

http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?WardExplainsDebtMetaphor
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?WardExplainsDebtMetaphor


A startup is an exercise in 
effective debt management











Lesson:
Look an excuse to build 

the infrastructure you need





Lesson:
Look for isolated places
to test new technology













Launching is Hard. Really Hard.





Stack at launch

Merb
Datamapper
Resque
MySQL & Redis
Munin & Pingdom
Chef-Solo
Ubuntu LTS 
Slicehost
DynECT
Edgecast



Also

Github
Google Apps
Dropbox
Campfire
Skype
join.me
Every project tracking tool ever



Merb







“We will also release versions of Merb 
specifically designed to help ease the 
transition to Rails 3 … To be perfectly 
clear: we are not abandoning the 
Merb project.”

Someone unaware of their future workload





vimeo.com/30062081
speakerdeck.com/u/ddemaree/p/the-great-migration-from-merb-to-rails-3-at-typekit

https://speakerdeck.com/u/ddemaree/p/the-great-migration-from-merb-to-rails-3-at-typekit
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Lesson:
You will be stuck with your technology 
choices for a long time. Choose wisely.



Datamapper





v0.9.11



“The transition from the 0.10.x series 
to 1.0 does involve several changes 
regarding how users will interact 
with DataMapper”

Datamapper 1.0 release notes
datamapper.org/articles/datamapper-100-released.html

http://datamapper.org/articles/datamapper-100-released.html
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“DataMapper 0.10 is ready for 
release. We've worked on it for the 
past 11 months, pushed 1250 
commits, written 3000+ specs, and 
fixed 140 tickets in the process.”

Datamapper 0.10 release notes
datamapper.org/articles/datamapper_010_released.html

http://datamapper.org/articles/datamapper_010_released.html
http://datamapper.org/articles/datamapper_010_released.html


Migrating to ActiveRecord was easier 
than upgrading Datamapper



Lesson:
Keep up with upgrades.



Lesson:
You will be stuck with your technology 
choices for a long time. Choose wisely.



Resque







Lesson:
You will need a queue.

Start with one and everything is easier.



MySQL and Redis



MySQL and Redis
and Elasticsearch



“You will be stuck with your 
technology choices for a long time. 
Choose wisely.”

Me, five minutes ago



Scaling MySQL has been a 
solved problem for a long time



Redis doesn’t do much, 
which is why it’s awesome.



Our search needs are small, 
Elasticsearch is easy to use.



“Redis cluster is definitely the next big 
thing.”

Salvatore Sanfilippo, 2011
antirez.com/post/short-term-redis-plans.html

http://antirez.com/post/short-term-redis-plans.html
http://antirez.com/post/short-term-redis-plans.html


Lesson:
Choose technology based on what it does 
today, not what it might do in the future.



Schema changes





Lesson:
You do not need 99.999% uptime.

Yet.



Munin



Now collectd+nagios+custom code









A syslog server is easy to run.
Why use Papertrail?



Papertrail is better than anything 
we would build ourselves.



“Employees are the biggest cost to a 
startup.”

Me, 30 minutes ago



Papertrail is cheaper than 
running it ourselves.



Lesson:
Hosted services are usually cheaper

and better than anything you will build. 
Use them.



$70 per month



#monitoringsucks



#monitoringsucks sucks too



I do not want to build a visibility pipeline 
from several open source projects. I just 

want to be woken up when the site is down.



Pricing model for hosted monitoring 
services discourages adding metrics



Monitoring is hard.



Chef



Moved from Chef-Solo to 
Hosted Chef in Early 2011





Ubuntu LTS



No startup has ever failed because they 
picked the wrong linux distribution.



Lesson:
Some decisions just don’t matter.

Move on.



Upstart? Runit? God? Daemontools?



Upstart? Runit? God? Daemontools?



Lesson:
Use a tool as it was intended to be used.

Or pick a different tool.



Lesson:
Go with the flow.



Slicehost





Now Rackspace & Amazon EC2





“Employees are the biggest cost to a 
startup.”

Me, 40 minutes ago



“If I was doing a startup, AWS would 
be perfect to bootstrap and try my 
idea out”

Artur Bergman
radar.oreilly.com/2007/06/amazon-ec2-and-s3-disaster-pla.html

http://radar.oreilly.com/2007/06/amazon-ec2-and-s3-disaster-pla.html
http://radar.oreilly.com/2007/06/amazon-ec2-and-s3-disaster-pla.html


Lesson:
Start with EC2.



EC2 credentials





Lesson:
Never use the EC2 root credentials.



Databases in virtual environments



Ephemeral or EBS?



Backups?



Lesson:
Rent a high memory instance then 

stop worrying about disk IO for a while.



DynECT



Edgecast



CDNs are not created equal





If you’re not haggling with your CDN,
then you’re paying too much money.







Font Network Requirements

1. High uptime
2. High performance



Edgecast was better than anything that two 
engineers would build by themselves.



Plan:

1. Copy static files to an origin run by 
Edgecast.

2. Sleep easily at night.







But, we’re not keeping up with kit 
publishing for about.me





CDN origins are designed to 
handle high read rates, 

but not high write rates.



Plan

1. Build our own origin for about.me
2. Rebuild our publishing pipeline
3. Copy all existing data over









Lesson:
Work for awesome people

(we’re hiring).



Lesson:
Systems perform in unexpected ways

as they grow



“When request rates significantly 
increase on a single partition, 
partition splits become detrimental 
to request performance”

 Doug Grismore, AWS Storage Operations
aws.typepad.com/aws/2012/03/amazon-s3-performance-tips-tricks-seattle-hiring-event.html

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/doug-grismore/4/44b/b35
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/doug-grismore/4/44b/b35
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Didn’t notice growth until it was too late.



Took over a year to migrate 
everyone to our new origin.



Lesson:
Know your escape plan for every 

infrastructure provider. 





Github



Lesson:
Github organizations are awesome.



Google Apps for your domain



Lesson:
Separate your work and personal email.



Google App Engine







Google App Engine is perfect for
public status dashboards







“Buy or Build?”



If your product is the infrastructure, 
build it.



If your requirements are actually unique, 
build it.



If existing products don’t meet your needs, 
build it.



If buying costs more than your salary,
build it.



Otherwise, buy it.



Otherwise, buy it.
For now.



It is still your problem if a 
3rd party provider has an outage





Say sorry.





Write your status update without naming 
your infrastructure provider.





Buy or Build?



Buy or Build?
Or neither?



“The minimum viable product is that 
version of a new product which 
allows a team to collect the 
maximum amount of validated 
learning about customers with the 
least effort”

Steve Blank (again)
http://www.startuplessonslearned.com/2009/08/minimum-viable-product-guide.html
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“Minimum Viable Infrastructure”



You are not Facebook. Or Etsy.
Yet.



You don’t have 100 engineers.
Yet.



You don’t need a highly scalable data store.
Yet.



You don’t need multi-vendor redundancy.
Yet.



You don’t need 99.999% uptime.
Yet.



Rule 1:
Don’t run out of money.



Rule 2:
Your time is valuable. Don’t waste it.



Rule 3:
Setup the infrastructure you need.



Rule 4:
Don’t setup infrastructure you don’t need.



If a Typekit EC2 app server instance 
stops it is automatically replaced. 

This has never happened.



Almost all performance problems have
been on things we don’t yet measure.



All scaling pain points
have been unexpected.



Rule 5:
Don’t make future work for yourself.



“You ain’t gonna need it”



Every startup scaling story:

1. Find the biggest problem
2. Fix the biggest problem
3. Repeat



No startup scaling story ever:

1. Up front infrastructure build based 
on reports from other companies

2. Immediate success



“Most of your initial scaling problems 
won’t be glamorous”

Mike Krieger, Instagram
scribd.com/doc/89025069



“Change is what you should be 
optimizing for. You never know 
what's coming next.”

Kellan Elliot McCrea, Etsy
Northside Festival, June 14th 2012



imdb.com/title/tt0108598



Minimum Viable Infrastructure:

1. Source Control
2. Config Management
3. Some servers
4. Backups
5. External availability monitoring



Minimum Viable Infrastructure:

1. Github Organizations
2. rsync & bash
3. Amazon EC2
4. s3cmd
5. Pingdom



Then improvise like crazy.



Really?



No. But maybe a little.



Watch out for

1. Black swans
2. Vendor lock in
3. Unsupported products
4. Time wasting



And get good at improvising



Thank you & good luck!

Slides will be available at 
paulhammond.org/2012/startup-infrastructure

soon.



Questions?


